
How does Ecological Valve work ?. 

We must start from the fact that the Ecological Valve works in a timely manner (transitory and non-

permanent regime) allowing air to enter the engine for a short period of time at the moment of 

stepping on the accelerator to BALANCE the proportions of air and fuel and mitigate the moments 

of incomplete combustion especially in the moments of maximum load that appear when starting 

or changing gears. 

The ideal fuel air ratio in the case of gasoline engines is 14.7 parts of air per one of fuel and the car's 

computer is programmed with this information. 

Now, the moment when the fuel consumption is the highest (maximum load) during driving and 

that in diesel engines of trucks, buses and trucks is manifested more clearly with a high emission of 

black smoke is essentially excessive fuel richness that is not reached to consume due to lack of air. 

In gasoline engines these emissions are not very visible but can be measured before the catalyst 

with a gas analyzer in which there will be an increase in the reading of HC (hydrocarbons) that are 

excesses of gasoline that pass without consuming. 

In the case of many cars with gasoline engines especially the air flow sensor (MAF) that is located 

after the air purifier (see photo) detects the amount of air entering the engine. 

Depending on the driver the more you step on the accelerator, the greater the air flow that can 

enter the intake manifold. 

How does the car's computer (electronic engine module) know how much gasoline to inject into the 

engine? 

Depending on several sensors (multiple pressure -MAP, lambda or oxygen, temperature, rpm, etc.) 

but mainly in this case of the MAF of the vehicles that have this system in combination with the 

throttle pedal throttle position sensor with which the driver governs the amount of air entering the 

engine. 

All the air entering the engine passes through the air flow sensor - MAF. The more air that passes 

through the MAF sensor, the more gasoline will be injected into the engine trying to maintain 

adequate air and fuel ratios to accelerate the engine. 

Now let me make this colloquial comparison to illustrate the fact to the greatest number of people. 

Normally when one bathes in the house on a third floor and someone opens the key in the first one 

the water flow in the shower is lowered. 

EQUAL PASS ON THE CAR 

The engine as well as our lungs has an air suction capacity that depends on the size or displacement 

(for example 1,600 cubic centimeters). 

When installing the Ecological Valve, not all the air will continue to pass through the MAF air flow 

sensor first because it will enter through it in a timely manner. 



Then the Ecological Valve allows a punctual "By pass" input directly to the intake manifold that in 

principle is not detected by the computer as it is connected after the MAF sensor. 

In other words, returning to the colloquial example of the shower, the “jet” of air that passes 

through the MAF sensor located in the main duct is lowered because air is entering later on the 

other side after the throttle. 

Now this is the ingenious part: 

The computer while the Ecological Valve during the moments when it is open allowing the entry of 

air will react by temporarily reducing the amount of gasoline injected because it "believes" that less 

air is entering but the reality is that it is "straining" to through the Ecological Valve without being 

detected by the MAF sensor and in this way it is possible to save gasoline in the moments of greatest 

consumption that is at the start or changes of gear in such a way that the excessive wealth of fuel 

that was going to be reduced waste when passing without completely consuming (remember diesel 

emissions of black smoke). 

This condition of driving stop and start especially in urban city traffic makes vehicles less efficient in 

fuel use and is where the Ecological Valve can play its role better. 

(PS: Some will tell me that in a closed cycle that for that is the feedback of the oxygen sensor or 

lambda probe but there we will go with another explanation later). 

 

 



FOR DIESEL ENGINES, it is even more ingenious ... because the Ecological Valve is simply installed in 

reverse or opposite, since the pressures of the manifold in this case most of the time will be positive 

and not negative or vacuum as happens in gasoline. 

In the specific case of this International truck with Cummins ISX engine equipped with a pressure 

sensor in the intake manifold; The Ecological Valve will allow to release pressure from the manifold 

just for a moment while the truck leaves the immobility and the tire turns its first turn to start. 

In this way the computer (control module) detecting the pressure drop through the engine pressure 

sensor will also momentarily decrease the delivery of fuel by the injectors to each cylinder while the 

Ecological Valve is active releasing pressure. Once the Valve is deactivated due to the increase in 

manifold pressure with the RPMs the fuel delivery is normalized and the driver will not perceive any 

loss of torque or power peak. 

 

 


